
Date : May 3, 2018                  Time : 6:30am- 8:30am 
Venue : STORR 
Note Taker :  Annabelle Ho      Speaker : Jay Lusk 
Present : Brandon Lee, Scott Chua, Averyn Thng, Low Yi Ern, Aditya Karkera, Kalla Sy 
(Skype), Rachel Juay, Anabelle Ho, Sunwoo Nam, Fiona Freeman-Grundei (Judiciary), Agatha 
Tan (Judiciary), Jolene Lum (2019), Pang Wei Han (2019), Kristian Marc James Paul (2019), 
Adam Goh (2018) 
 

Topics Discussion points Actionables, 
Person- in-Charge 

President’s 
Address (10 
minutes)  

NA  
 

Strategic 
Reforms 
discussions 

- Executive: vice president split into three roles, VP of student 
affairs, internal administration, and student life. Gives VPs a 
defined job. Speaker has been moved to legislative. Director 
of Ext Comms replaced with more central Secretary 
position. 

- Legislative: Sets the mandate of the students. Led by 
Speaker, overseeing one Class President and 2 class 
representatives for each batch. New addition is Interest and 
Affinity senators, who are “elected” by a group of 10 or 
more students who identify in these groups.  

- Judiciary remains as is.  
- Jolene: What is deputy secretary?  
- Jay: As many assists to the Secretary in case of a big 

marketing push. Like someone who can do graphic design or 
do a website. No need for them to be elected.  

- Agatha: Timeline for appointments?  
- Jay: Should and will include a stipulated process 
- Aditya: 
- Jay:  
- Anabelle: Does VP also have executive responsibility or just 

supervision? 
- Jay: VP catches things that fall through, for instance VP 

Student Affairs helps coordinate with arts groups that may 
not be “Student Orgs” but are still student groups. 

- Sunwoo: How do we communicate with Infra and Arts/ofher 
depts without liaisons?  

- Jay: VPs are primary point of contact w admin. Reduced the 
number of faces admin juggle. VPs are centralized liaisons. 

 



- Fiona: Tie in the Senate, what happens? 
- Jay: Speaker breaks tie. Remove clause that says speaker 

must vote in favor of status quo. But now, Speaker can vote 
according to their own discernment as they are elected. 

- Adam: Affinity/interest senators impeachable? 
- Jay: Yes, except for lack of attendance. If they wanna show 

up for one meeting that’s ok.  
- Averyn: Does each VP only meet with one Dean/EVP? 
- Jay: Tried to set up so that one VP meets one dean, but not 

completely possible with DOS. VPIA to EVP IA; VPSL 
DoF and DoS; VPSL, VPSA with DoS.  

- Averyn: Class Presidents vs Class senators? Some people 
may win for one but not for the other. Some in my class 
would have won President but not done as good a job as 
Kalla. 

- Jay: it is a popularity contest in a sense: but attracts greater 
number of people running. Nothing wrong with class pres 
being lightning rod for problems.  

- Jolene: empty slots are still problem. Like class of 2019. 
- Jay: right. Hard to predict how freshies react.  
- Jolene: yes, How is 2020 and 2021?  
- Jay: 2020 seems ok. How is 2019 in senior year?  
- Jolene: Assumes people Want to step up for their class. 
- Jay: true in the past, most cases. 
- Adam: expectations changed because stugov became more 

executive than legislative. If stugov changes image to be 
legislative heavy, helps with the change of whether people 
would be reps or not, within or outside stugov. 

- Brandon: diff classes have diff needs. Freshies usually will 
run. Sophs for majors, study abroad. Juniors is tough. 
Seniors: de facto grad committee position.  

- Jay: True. And class presidents have the same voting power 
as other class reps. Lateral to, not horizontal to class 
senators. 

- Wei han: Not about specific classes: about particulars of a 
system. What is the primary distinction between class reps 
and class pres? Job scope? Extent of popularity?  

- Jay: actual responsibilities have no diff. No privilege to 
voting.  

- Wei han: must be clear to how many meetings the job 
requires 

- Jay: Class pres is if you need a de facto “freshman,” class 
pres is the person.  

- Brandon: Also delegation works. Split workload between the 



class reps. No need to dictate what they do. They will know 
what to do. 

- Jay: to summarize: class pres is figurehead with no 
additional voting power, but who can appoint Senators if 
the election does not have sufficient candidates 

- Brandon: objective today is to come up with a better system 
rather than a perfect system (if any), as long as pros 
outweigh cons. Take small steps forward. Make sure 
communications to students are clear.  

- Scott: who sets agenda during executive meetings? 
- Jay: constitution does Not prescribe executive meetings. 

Up to the president’s discretion. To save meeting time if 
directors signed up to do one thing, and don’t need to sit 
through weeks of meetings. 

- Brandon: no restrictions on affinity groups? What if they 
overlap? Who has regulatory power? 

- Jay: i think Speaker can. But only if there is a need to. 
Somewhat overlapping is ok.  

- Brandon: Could students game the system? Make lots of 
smaller groups and get a majority of votes? Also if there is a 
tension between 2 groups that are very similar in cause? 

- Jay: yes, bring them to senate. Public disagreement better 
than FB wars. I’m more concerned with one group who 
games the system. Perhaps make an appeals committee of 
Pres, Speaker, and Chief Justice to decide.  

- Brandon: we are already doubling headcount of government 
—are we expanding to a scale that is unproductive and 
excessively complicated. Hard to explain to students where 
the function lies. I think it’s too complex. I think there are 
too many cooks. Hopefully if you expand there is at least 
one person students can relate to. 

- Anabelle: what is game the system?  
- Brandon: what i mean is splitting the group into subgroups 

then further sub groups, essentially getting more votes in the 
senate for essentially the same cause 

- Jay: class senator can also be interest group. More 
importantly: if we come to the point where stugov wants to 
be gamed, we will have succeeded with student gov. But is it 
accessible? For freshies. When i come in, can I get 
something done?  

- Kalla: Accessibility: put an FAQ on student commons with 
rationale. Does interest group mean that you have voting 
power? Can a group be dissolved? 

- Jay: self dissolved by not showing up. Current system 



also dissolves all groups per gov term.  
- Agatha: is it legitimate? What happens if you give small 

group power to rep a large group of students?  
- Jay: The idea is to give many groups voices so you end up 

with a diversity of voices. Not realistic in the next year, but 
after 4 years of marketing to freshmen, perhaps this could 
work. Is it complex?  

- Wei han: Student org leaders all technically have the power 
to become senators, it’s whether they do or not.  

- Averyn: Bicameral or unicameral? Put interest groups and 
affinity groups in the “House” meeting? 

- Jay: Might be simpler as unicameral? Would anyone come 
to the “House” meeting if there were no permanent reps?  

- Averyn: Doesn’t matter, Senate goes on as usual.  
- Jay: Conclusion: Final decision on unicameral vs. 

bicameral pending, but otherwise we are keeping interest 
group vs. affinity group 

- Jay: Also cleaned up standing and select committee. Ok 10 
minute time limit on staff adviser and elections. Staff 
adviser?  

- Process: 2 year-term for staff adviser, selected by 
government, to be concurred by DoS. Non voting, advisory 
position only. Appeal process if DoS doesn’t concur to EVP. 

- Averyn: Can gov dismiss staff adviser? 
Jay: Yes, and should be written in. 

- Averyn: Why 2 years? Makes more sense to  
- Brandon: Idea of staff adviser is continuity: to carry along 

best practices. In the US, staff advisorship is usually for 
entire term of staff’s employment. Renewal/dismissal is 
always an option? 

- Wei han: Tough to dismiss a staff adviser as government’s 
first order of business.  

- Jolene: Can have a few advisers anyway? One to oversee 
continuity, one that the current government chooses. 
Government can choose who to consult per situation. 

- Wei han: Staff adviser has minimum rank? No. 
- Jay: Elections all the same except elections don’t line up 

with fiscal year. Hard to find money for more than half a 
term. Also student org budget allocations are on the fiscal 
year. April to April or March to March.  

- Rachel: Will lock out incoming freshmen. 
- Jay: Ah. Yes.  
- Jay: Freshmen. 
- Jay: Status quo is by-elections anyway, so we’ll have 



by-elections in August.  
- Averyn: No matter what, freshies need a class senator. So 

there will be elections in August anyway. 
- Jolene: Upcoming year, transitionary messy period of 

half-term August til April? 
Jay: Yes. 

- Jay: De facto means VP Must be an upperclassman. Valid 
concern: First sem freshmen need to gain experience before 
becoming VPs as a rising sophomore at the end of freshman 
year.  

- Wei han: Problematic? Large contest for freshies being the 
only components in the August election, as compared to a 
general election. 1.5 months in, you have to run already.  

- Averyn: Reetha makes a good point: freshmen first sem is 
very performative. People mellow out over time.  

- Jay: Does performative state ever go away? Do seniors stop 
performing once they become seniors, or sophomores when 
they become sophomores? I do not think so. I’m stating my 
stance that freshmen have always been exceedingly 
impactful in student government and beyond, and there 
should be always be a place for freshmen in student 
government. But agree that only freshie election in August. 
How about: elect legislative in August, elect executive in 
April? 

- Most people: Nods heads ( in a good way) 
- Brandon: Legislative is not “unconcerned” with budget. Also 

election burnout? Even with one main election we struggle. 
Caution against making election process too complex.  

- Jay: Operationally I think there’s no problem with having 
the split election. It’s an accounting process in the first place.  

- Wei Han: Arbitrary amount where you borrow from the next 
gov? 
Jay: Finance didn’t allow this previously.  But does anyone 
want to keep the system of differmet election cycles for 
legislative and executive branch? 

- Most people except Brandon and Ern and Scott: shake their 
heads.  

- Wei han: Logistics aside: not loading too much in one 
election if you put them all in one election.  

- Averyn: First election is for 13 people. Second election is for 
4 people. Can split people’s attention.  

- Jolene: Semesterly democratic exercise is good. Good check 
and balance across time.  

- Side of government: the effort is getting people to vote.  



- Scott: Good time to lower quorum! 
- Jay: Lower quorum to...35%? Then have 2 elections. 

Compromise?  
- Everyone who can vote voted yes for In-Principle Approval. 

For the Good 
of the Order 

NA.  

. 


